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ABSTRACT: The terrain-following vertical coordinate system used by many atmospheric models, including the Weather

Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model, is prone to errors in regions of complex terrain. These errors stem, in part, from

the calculation of horizontal gradients within the diffusion term of the momentum or scalar evolution equations. In WRF,

such gradients can be calculated along coordinate surfaces, or using metric terms that help account for grid skewness.

However, neither of these options ensures a truly horizontal gradient calculation, especially if a grid cell is skewed enough

that the heights of the neighboring grid points used in the calculation fall outside the vertical range of the cell. In this work,

an improved scheme that uses Taylor series approximations to vertically interpolate variables to the level necessary for a

truly horizontal gradient calculation is implemented in WRF for the diffusion of potential temperature. The scheme is

validated using an atmosphere-at-rest configuration, in which spurious flows develop only as a result of numerical errors and

can thus be used as a proxy for model performance. Following validation, the method is applied to the simulation of cold-air

pools (CAPs), which occur in regions of complex terrain and are characterized by strong near-surface temperature gra-

dients. Using the truly horizontal scheme, idealized simulations demonstrate reduced numerical mixing in a quiescent

CAP, and a realistic case study in the Columbia River basin shows a reduction in positive wind speed bias by up to roughly

20% compared to observations from the Second Wind Forecast Improvement Project.
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1. Introduction

a. Background and motivation

Mesoscale atmospheric models, such as the Weather Research

and Forecasting (WRF) Model (Skamarock et al. 2019),

commonly use a terrain-following vertical coordinate system

(Gal-Chen and Somerville 1975). These coordinates have the

advantage of aligning the terrain with the lower coordinate

surface, making the implementation of surface boundary

conditions straightforward. One drawback of terrain-following

coordinates, however, is that they can become highly skewed

over steep or complex terrain. If not accounted for properly,

grid skewness leads to substantial numerical errors stemming

from the calculation of horizontal gradients (Janjić 1977, 1989).

Historically, mesoscale models have been used at relatively

coarse resolutions (with horizontal grid spacings on the order

of 10 km), where terrain is coarsely sampled, and therefore

slopes appear relatively gentle. As mesoscale models are used

at finer resolution, additional terrain detail is resolved, result-

ing in steeper terrain slopes that increase errors related to grid

skewness. For example, the operational High-Resolution

Rapid Refresh model (HRRR; Benjamin et al. 2016), which

covers the continental United States with 3 km horizontal grid

spacing, has a maximum slope of roughly 268.

Several efforts have been undertaken in the literature to

reduce numerical errors related to terrain-following coordi-

nates in atmospheric models. A common approach is to use a

hybrid coordinate, which flattens with height more quickly

than a standard terrain-following coordinate, thus reducing

grid skewness away from the terrain (Arakawa and Lamb 1977;

Simmons and Burridge 1981; Schär et al. 2002; Klemp 2011).

A ‘‘hybrid sigma–pressure’’ coordinate was implemented in

WRF following Park et al. (2013) in version 3.9, and this be-

came the default coordinate option in version 4 (used herein,

see Skamarock et al. 2019).

Even with a hybrid coordinate, however, grid skewness re-

mains over steep topography, especially near the surface.

Therefore, improved finite difference schemes that better ac-

count for grid skewness can further reduce model error.

Mahrer (1984) proposed a scheme based on an alternate nu-

merical stencil that minimizes horizontal skewness, thus cal-

culating ‘‘truly horizontal’’ gradients. Subsequent studies have

applied similar methods in different models (Dempsey and

Davis 1998; Klemp 2011; Zängl 2002, 2012). In this work, a

truly horizontal finite difference scheme similar to that of

Mahrer (1984) is implemented in the WRF Model for the

diffusion of potential temperature. While a similar scheme

could be applied to other model variables, the present

implementation focuses on potential temperature as a

proof of concept within the WRF framework that has im-

mediate application to cold-air pool (CAP) forecasting, as

discussed below.

The implementation is first validated using an atmosphere-

at-rest test case, which is commonly used in the literature for

this purpose (e.g., Dempsey and Davis 1998; Klemp 2011;
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Zängl 2012). Such cases are initialized with a quiescent atmo-

sphere that includes a stable temperature sounding with dis-

continuities (e.g., inversion layers). The model is then run for a

period of time in the absence of forcing, such that in the ana-

lytical solution, no perturbations would develop. However, in

the model, spurious perturbations and flows develop due to

numerical errors, and the magnitude of these can be used to

assess the accuracy of the numerical method.

b. Case study selection

Following validation of the truly horizontal potential tem-

perature diffusion scheme in WRF, the method is applied to

CAP simulations. CAPs are near-surface stable layers that

form within valleys or basins, usually in the nighttime or win-

tertime, and can persist on time scales from hours to days (see

review of Zardi and Whiteman 2013). Interest in CAPs stems

from their tendency to trap pollution in urban areas (e.g., Silcox

et al. 2012; Lareau et al. 2013; Whiteman et al. 2014), and, more

recently, from their effect on wind energy production (e.g.,

McCaffrey et al. 2019; Pichugina et al. 2019). CAP events also

pose risks to air and ground transportation, as well as agricul-

tural activities, due to an increased likelihood of low clouds, fog,

or freezing rain (as noted by Lareau et al. 2013; Sheridan 2019).

A variety of observational (e.g., Whiteman et al. 2008;

Lareau et al. 2013; Lehner et al. 2016) and modeling (e.g.,

Zhong et al. 2001; Billings et al. 2006; Vosper and Brown 2008;

Lu and Zhong 2014; Lareau and Horel 2015; Sheridan 2019)

studies have examined the dynamics of CAPs, including their

formation, persistence, and ultimate erosion. Indeed, Billings

et al. (2006) demonstrated model improvement for a CAP case

using the truly horizontal diffusion method of Zängl (2002)
within the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State University–

National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU–NCAR)

Mesoscale Model (MM5; Grell et al. 1994). However, CAPs

remain a forecasting challenge (see, e.g., Mahrt 1998) due to

their relatively small-scale dynamics, including stratified layers

and near-surface slope flows. Commonly used coarse model

configurations are often not able to fully resolve these features.

Adding to this challenge is the strong dependence of CAP

dynamics on parameterized model physics, such as radiation

and surface fluxes.

Because CAPs generally occur in regions of steep, complex

terrain, they provide a useful test case for the truly horizontal

potential temperature diffusion scheme implemented here.

Specifically, numerical mixing induced by the horizontal dif-

ferencing scheme in regions of steep terrain can reduce the

predicted persistence of CAPs. Thus, as a test of the present

implementation, two CAP cases are completed in WRF. The

first is an idealized extension of the atmosphere-at-rest vali-

dation case that demonstrates the effect of spurious numerical

mixing on CAP persistence. The second is a realistic case from

the Second Wind Forecast Improvement Project (WFIP2;

Shaw et al. 2019), where CAPs were noted as one of the

greatest challenges for wind energy forecasting in the complex

terrain of the Columbia River basin (Wilczak et al. 2019).

The WFIP2 project consisted of an 18-month observation

campaign in the northwest United States (Wilczak et al. 2019),

as well as an extensive effort to improve mesoscale model

capabilities for wind energy forecasting (Olson et al. 2019).

Model development was focused on the aforementioned

HRRRmodel, which has 3 km horizontal grid spacing and uses

the Advanced Research version of WRF. A special ‘‘provi-

sional’’ setup of the HRRR was employed during WFIP2,

including a 3 km WFIP2 HRRR domain over the western

United States and a 750m WFIP2 HRRRNEST over the

northwestUnited States, centered on theColumbiaRiver basin

(see Fig. 8 in section 4). The WFIP2 HRRR/HRRRNEST setup

employs the same physics suite as the operational HRRRmodel,

but is run in a nonoperational ‘‘cold-start’’ configuration, as de-

tailed in Olson et al. (2019). The realistic cold pool simulation

presented here follows the WFIP2 HRRR/HRRRNEST

setup, and several WFIP2 observation datasets are utilized

for model comparison. As discussed in Shaw et al. (2019),

both the WFIP2 HRRR/HRRRNEST setup files and the

observation datasets are publicly available through the U.S.

Department of Energy Data Archive and Portal (DAP;

http://a2e.energy.gov/data).

2. Calculation of horizontal diffusion

a. Standard options in WRF

In the WRF potential temperature tendency equation,

›u

›t
5 � � � 1 ›H

x

›x
, (1)

horizontal gradients ofHx, which represents the parameterized

horizontal flux of heat due to unresolved turbulence, must be

calculated in a discrete sense. The calculation of Hx itself de-

pends on the horizontal gradient in potential temperature,

H
x
5Kh

H

›u

›x
, (2)

with Kh
H as the horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient for heat.

Equations (1) and (2), and those that follow are presented in

two dimensions (x–z) for simplicity, although analogous terms

representing horizontal diffusion in the y direction are in-

cluded in the WRF Model. Note that some terms (e.g., non-

diffusion terms) and variables in the WRF Model equations

(e.g., map scale factors and column mass, see Skamarock et al.

2019) are not presented here, but are included in the model

implementation. Averaging operations that account for

WRF’s staggered grid are included in the present discussion

only as necessary. In the discretized equations below, the

indices i and k represent horizontal and vertical grid loca-

tions, respectively, on WRF’s Arakawa C staggered grid.

Thus, for a given grid cell, i (k) represents the left (bottom)

cell face and cell center, while i 1 1 (k 1 1) represents the

right (top) cell face. The potential temperature u is defined at

the cell center, while the horizontal diffusive flux Hx is de-

fined on cell faces (see Fig. 1).

The standard WRF package has two available options for

calculating horizontal gradients within the diffusion operator.

The most straightforward option (activated by the namelist

option diff_opt 5 1) is to calculate gradients along coordinate

surfaces, as in Fig. 1a. Thus, Eq. (2) is discretized as
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H
x
(i,k)5Kh

H

�
u(i, k)2 u(i2 1, k)

Dx

�
, (3)

and similarly for the right-hand side of Eq. (1). In cases with

relatively flat topography, such as mesoscale simulations with

coarsely resolved terrain features, this method closely ap-

proximates the desired horizontal gradient. However, since

coordinate surfaces inWRF generally follow the terrain, either

throughout the vertical extent of the domain with the original

terrain-following sigma coordinate, or near the surfacewith the

new hybrid sigma–pressure coordinate, errors are introduced

when diff_opt 5 1 is used over steeper terrain slopes.

For this reason, WRF also includes an option to calculate

horizontal gradients within the diffusion scheme in physical

space, as in Fig. 1b. This option (activated by the namelist

option diff_opt 5 2) introduces metric terms to help account

for grid skewness. The diffusion term in Eq. (1) thus becomes

›H
x

›x
2 z

x

›H
x

›z
, (4)

and Eq. (2) becomes

H
x
5Kh

H

�
›u

›x
2 z

x

›u

›z

�
. (5)

The metric term is defined as zx 5 ›z/›x. Equation (5) is

discretized as

H
x
(i, k)5Kh

H

"
u(i,k)2u(i2 1, k)

Dx
2
Dz

def

Dx

uxz(i,k1 1)2uxz(i, k)

Dz

#
,

(6)

and similarly for Eq. (4). Here, uxz denotes u values that have

been averaged spatially in the x and z directions (see Fig. 1b).

Note that Dzdef 5 zu(i, k) 2 zu(i 2 1, k) represents the local

vertical grid deformation, while Dz5 zuxz (i, k1 1)2 zuxz (i, k)

is the local vertical grid spacing (zu and zuxz are the vertical

positions of u and uxz points, respectively).

The use of diff_opt 5 2 can improve the accuracy of

gradient calculations in WRF over sloped terrain. However,

performance is limited by the implementation because the

metric terms are calculated using neighboring points on the

top and bottom of the grid cell only, as illustrated in Fig. 1b.

Thus, if the grid cell is skewed enough such that Dzdef . Dz,
as in Fig. 1c, errors will still occur in the calculation of

horizontal derivatives.

b. Truly horizontal diffusion calculation

An improved method would take advantage of additional,

nonadjacent grid points in order to calculate a more accurate

horizontal gradient. Herein, such a method is implemented

following Mahrer (1984). Specifically, the WRF code that

calculates the potential temperature tendency due to hori-

zontal diffusion when diff_opt 5 2 is modified to identify the

vertical k index for neighboring points that minimizes vertical

distance in the stencil. Then, Taylor series approximations are

used in the vertical direction to calculate the variable value at

the vertical level at which the horizontal gradient is required

(see uL and uR in Fig. 1c).

To accomplish this, a search is performed on either side of

the gradient to determine the nearest vertical grid level,

denoted knL and knR, respectively, from which to apply a ver-

tical Taylor series approximation. The horizontal gradient Hx

is then discretized as

H
x
(i,k)5Kh

H

�
u
R
2 u

L

Dx

�
, (7)

FIG. 1. Two-dimensional x–z illustration of horizontal gradient calculation options for the diffusion operator in WRF. Solid black lines

denote cell faces, while dashed black lines denote cell centers. The horizontal index i and the vertical index k represent locations onWRF’s

staggered grid, as explained in the text. Values used in the gradient calculation are highlighted in red. (c) knL 5 k 1 1 and knR 5 k 2 1

denote the grid levels from which a vertical Taylor series approximation is applied in order to calculate uL and uR, respectively.

Calculations are shown for the diffusive flux in the x directionHx. Similar calculations aremade forHy, ›Hx/›x, and ›Hy/›y, but at different

locations on WRF’s staggered grid.
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where

u
L
5 u(i2 1,k

nL
)1d

nL

›u

›z

����
(i21,knL)

,

u
R
5 u(i, k

nR
)1d

nR

›u

›z

����
(i,knR)

. (8)

This requires the calculation of the vertical gradient term in

the Taylor series, ›u/›z, as well as the quantities dnL and dnR,

which represent the (signed) vertical distances between Hx(i,

k) and u(i 2 1, knL) and u(i, knR), respectively. It should be

noted that this calculation essentially reverts to the standard

diff_opt5 2 formulation if the closest vertical indices identified

on the left and right sides are equal to the index for which the

derivative is being calculated (i.e., knL 5 knR 5 k).

When the new method is used, care must be taken near the

bottom and top boundaries, where the appropriate level for a

truly horizontal gradient may be outside of the atmospheric do-

main. This is most important near the surface, where boundary

layer dynamics are of interest and the grid is generally the most

skewed. In the present implementation, if a truly horizontal

gradient would require a quantity beneath the terrain surface, the

horizontal gradient is instead extrapolated downward from the

lowest vertical level at which a quantity beneath the terrain sur-

face is not necessary. A linear extrapolation routine that utilizes

the first two available model levels is employed. Other tech-

niques, such as extrapolating quantities downward and then cal-

culating the gradient (as opposed to extrapolating the gradient

itself), or taking a one-sided difference, were attempted with less

success. Since the present surface implementation is sufficient for

the cases tested herein, the use of other extrapolation techniques

or higher-ordermethods is left for future work. At themodel top,

which is relatively flat, no extrapolation is performed; instead, the

top vertical level is used in the Taylor series approximation.

The process described above for a truly horizontal gradient

calculation is completed similarly for each gradient needed

within the potential temperature diffusion scheme (i.e.,Hx,Hy,

›Hx/›x, and ›Hy/›y). As is standard in WRF, KH 5 KM/Pr,

where KM is the eddy diffusion coefficient for momentum

and Pr 5 1/3 is the Prandtl number. Horizontal diffusion of

prognostic variables other than the potential temperature is

calculated as with diff_opt 5 2. Because the calculation of KM

is based on velocity gradients, this implies that the value ofKH

used for potential temperature diffusion is based on the stan-

dard diff_opt 5 2 formulation rather than the truly horizontal

scheme. To mitigate this complication, constant values of KM

and KH are used in the idealized cases (though not the real

case) presented below. Despite this caveat, the present truly

horizontal potential temperature diffusion scheme is compat-

ible with all standard WRF options for calculating the eddy

diffusion coefficients (km_opt5 12 4). The calculation ofKM,

and by extensionKH, could be updated in the future to employ

the truly horizontal gradient formulation, although prelimi-

nary attempts showed little or no gain in model performance,

and are therefore not presented here.

3. Validation of truly horizontal potential temperature
diffusion scheme

a. Standard atmosphere-at-rest case

1) MODEL SETUP

The truly horizontal potential temperature diffusion imple-

mentation is first validated using a standard atmosphere-at-rest

test setup. Each case is run in the ideal mode ofWRF v4.1.2 for

24 h over Agnesi hill topography,

h(x, y)5 h
p

�
11

x2 1 y2

L2

�21
, (9)

where hp 5 4.5 km is the peak elevation and L 5 6 km is the

horizontal length scale (see Fig. 2).

The domain covers 100 km2 with a horizontal grid spacing of

Dx 5 Dy 5 1 km. This results in a maximum terrain slope of

roughly 258, similar to the maximum slope of 268 in the stan-

dard HRRR domain.

FIG. 2. (right) Two-dimensional x–z slices of the (a) terrain-following and (b) hybrid coordinate grid options used in standard atmosphere-

at-rest test cases, with every other grid line shown for clarity. (left) Initial potential temperature field uinit.
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To study errors in calculating the horizontal gradient of

potential temperature, the horizontal diffusion coefficient for

heatKh
H is set to a constant and the vertical diffusion coefficient

for heatKy
H is set to zero, as are both the horizontal and vertical

diffusion coefficients for momentum, Kh
M and Ky

M . This is ac-

complished using the WRF namelist option km_opt 5 1.

Typically, when this option is used, the user sets Kh
M and Ky

M

and WRF calculates KH 5 KM/Pr. However, the WRF code

was modified for these tests so that each K value can be set

independently.

We setKh
H to a value of either 1000m2 s21 (referred to as the

large diffusivity case) or 10m2 s21 (referred to as the small

diffusivity case). It is important to note that the atmosphere-at-

rest tests are highly idealized, and are designed primarily to

highlight numerical errors in the horizontal potential temper-

ature diffusion scheme. Thus, they do not represent realistic

atmospheric conditions. Two graduallymore realistic cases will

be explored below in section 3b and 4.

Although validation is focused on the horizontal diffusion

scheme, the definition of the vertical coordinate and the ver-

tical grid spacing are important because they are factors in

determining grid skewness, and thus how many vertical levels

must be crossed in order to achieve a truly horizontal gradient

calculation. The vertical grid used here has 49 levels (50 in-

terface levels), and two vertical coordinate options are

employed. First is WRF’s original terrain-following sigma co-

ordinate, which was the default for version 3 (Skamarock et al.

2008), and is set in version 4 using the namelist option

hybrid_opt5 0. Second is the hybrid sigma–pressure coordinate

option, which is the default in version 4 and is set using

hybrid_opt5 2. The hybrid coordinate is a terrain-following

sigma coordinate near the surface, but flattens out faster

with altitude as it becomes a pure pressure-based coordinate

(see comparison in Fig. 2). This option was introduced to miti-

gate errors related to the terrain-following sigma coordinate,

especially far above the surface (Beck et al. 2020). It is therefore

useful to investigate in combination with the truly horizontal

diffusion scheme presented here.

In all, 12 simulations are completed using three methods of

calculating the diffusion of potential temperature (diff_opt 5
1, diff_opt 5 2, and truly horizontal), two vertical coordinate

options (terrain-following and hybrid), and two diffusivity

values (large and small); see Table 1. Each case has periodic

lateral boundary conditions, and all atmospheric physics

modules are turned off. The initial velocity is zero and the at-

mosphere is dry. The initial potential temperature profile

uinit(z) shown in Fig. 2, is defined using a Brunt–Väisälä fre-

quency ofN5 0.01 s21 below the tropopause (at an altitude of

12 km), and N 5 0.02 s21 above the tropopause. Additionally,

there is an inversion layer of increased stability between 2 and

3 km, also with N5 0.02 s21. The inversion layer intersects the

hill topography such that errors associated with the finite dif-

ference scheme are concentrated in this region.

Note that the atmosphere-at-rest test cases utilize the WRF

namelist option mix_full_fields, which applies only to ideal

cases. When mix_full_fields is used, the diffusion operator is

applied to full prognostic variable fields, rather than a pertur-

bation field that is defined relative to the initial condition. This

option is available only for diff_opt 5 2 (not diff_opt 5 1) in

the standard WRF code. Thus, in order to make one-to-one

comparisons in the present validation, a mix_full_fields option

was implemented for diff_opt 5 1.

2) RESULTS

In the atmosphere-at-rest test setup, the potential temper-

ature field should theoretically remain fixed in time. However,

errors associated with the horizontal potential temperature

gradient calculation cause spurious perturbations to develop,

as shown in Fig. 3. This figure depicts the potential temper-

ature perturbation for the large diffusivity case, for each

diffusion and vertical coordinate option, after 24 h of simu-

lation time. Perturbations as large as nearly 2.5 K develop

after 24 h of simulation time when diff_opt 5 1 is used, but

these are reduced to roughly 0.3 K for diff_opt 5 2 and the

truly horizontal scheme. The errors in the potential temper-

ature field lead to spurious flows, shown in the velocity fields

in Fig. 4.

For each case in Figs. 3 and 4, an x–z cross section is shown

through the y centerline of the domain (first and third

rows of Figs. 3 and 4; cross section location denoted by

dotted lines in the second and fourth rows), and a horizontal

x–y cross section is shown at a particular vertical level.

TABLE 1. Maximum absolute value of potential temperature perturbation u 2 uinit (K) and velocity components u and w (m s21) within

the model domain after 24 h of simulation time for standard atmosphere-at-rest test cases. T-F indicates terrain-following.

Coordinate Diffusion ju 2 uinitj juj jwj
Large diffusivity T-F diff_opt 5 1 2.45 2.15 0.91

Hybrid diff_opt 5 1 2.31 1.99 0.87

T-F diff_opt 5 2 0.31 1.58 1.53

Hybrid diff_opt 5 2 0.31 1.55 1.46

T-F Truly horizontal 0.31 0.82 0.27

Hybrid Truly horizontal 0.27 0.88 0.30

Small diffusivity T-F diff_opt 5 1 0.12 0.40 0.10

Hybrid diff_opt 5 1 0.08 0.48 0.08

T-F diff_opt 5 2 0.09 0.15 0.02

Hybrid diff_opt 5 2 0.02 0.10 0.02

T-F Truly horizontal 0.09 0.14 0.02

Hybrid Truly horizontal 0.01 0.09 0.02
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For terrain-following coordinate cases, the cross section is

taken along grid level k5 43, which intersects the tropopause

(second row of Figs. 3 and 4; cross section location denoted by

dotted lines in the first row). For hybrid coordinate cases, the

cross section is taken along the first grid level, k 5 1, which

intersects the near-surface inversion (fourth row of Figs. 3

and 4; dotted line denoting cross section location in third row

is not visible).

Due to grid skewness, errors are concentrated in regions of

vertical variation in the potential temperature (see Fig. 1);

recall that vertical diffusion is turned off in these cases. When

WRF’s traditional terrain-following coordinate is used, er-

rors occur around both the near-surface inversion and the

tropopause (top two rows of Figs. 3 and 4). However when the

hybrid coordinate is used, errors at the tropopause are mostly

eliminated (bottom two rows of Figs. 3 and 4). Although errors

FIG. 3. Potential temperature perturbation u 2 uinit after 24 h of simulation time for standard atmosphere-at-rest test cases with large

diffusivity. Results are shown for (left) diff_opt5 1, (center) diff_opt5 2, and (right) the present truly horizontal implementation; for (top

two rows) WRF’s traditional terrain-following coordinate and (bottom two rows) the hybrid coordinate. For each case, an x–z cross

section is shown through the y centerline of the domain (first and third rows), and an x–y cross section is shown along a specific vertical

level (second and fourth rows). Dotted lines depict cross-section locations in corresponding plots. For terrain-following cases, the x–y cross

section is shown at k 5 43 (denoted by the dotted line in the first row), while for hybrid cases, it is shown at the first vertical level, k 5 1

(dotted line in third row not visible).
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are still present when the truly horizontal potential tempera-

ture diffusion method is used, they generally follow the pat-

tern of those for diff_opt 5 2, but with smaller magnitudes.

Performance is especially good near the surface, where ex-

trapolation is used to better predict the gradient when a truly

horizontal grid point is not available. These results provide

confidence in the present implementation.

Validation results are summarized in Table 1 for both the

large and small diffusion options, where it can be seen that

in general, progressing from diff_opt 5 1 to diff_opt 5 2 to

the truly horizontal scheme reduces model error, often

substantially.

For the large diffusivity cases, the maximum error in the

potential temperature field over the entire domain after 24 h of

FIG. 4. Horizontal velocity field u after 24 h of simulation time for standard atmosphere-at-rest test cases with large diffusivity.

Results are shown for (left) diff_opt 5 1, (center) diff_opt 5 2, and (right) the present truly horizontal implementation; for (top two

rows) WRF’s traditional terrain-following coordinate and (bottom two rows) the hybrid coordinate. For each case, an x–z cross

section is shown through the y centerline of the domain (first and third rows), and an x–y cross section is shown along a specific vertical

level (second and fourth rows). Dotted lines depict cross-section locations in corresponding plots. For terrain-following cases, the x–y

cross section is shown at k5 43 (denoted by the dotted line in the first row), while for hybrid cases, it is shown at the first vertical level,

k 5 1 (dotted line in third row not visible).
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simulation time is reduced by roughly a factor of 8 when

switching fromdiff_opt5 1 to diff_opt5 2, with amoremodest

reduction between diff_opt 5 2 and the truly horizontal

scheme. Model improvement between diffusion options is

more evident when examining the velocity field. For the large

diffusivity cases, the maximum horizontal velocity juj values
are reduced by roughly 25% from diff_opt5 1 to diff_opt5 2,

and nearly another 50% from diff_opt 5 2 to the truly hori-

zontal scheme. Intuitively, the overall model errors are smaller

in magnitude for the small diffusivity cases, although similar

trends to the large diffusivity cases are found.

Note that the u and y velocity fields in each case are nearly

identical, thus validating the full three-dimensional im-

plementation; however, only u results are shown here for

brevity. Interestingly, while the use of diff_opt 5 2 improves

upon diff_opt5 1 in terms of themaximum horizontal velocity,

vertical velocities jwj actually increase for the large diffusivity

case. This is due to large errors in w along the steep terrain

surface, and is related to WRF’s kinematic boundary condi-

tion, which requires extrapolation of the horizontal velocities u

and y to the surface. Nonetheless, it highlights the limits of the

standard diff_opt 5 2 implementation, in which the metric

terms [zx in Eqs. (4) and (5)] are calculated using local grid cell

values only. It should also be noted that, in each of the present

atmosphere-at-rest cases, errors in the potential temperature

field grow steadily with time, while errors in the velocity field

tend to stabilize after several hours. Thus, while the relative

performance of the methods is established after several hours

of simulation time, the results reported here are specific to the

chosen 24-h simulation time.

b. Idealized cold-air pool case

1) MODEL SETUP

The truly horizontal potential temperature diffusion scheme

is expected to improveWRF’s ability to simulate cold-air pools

by reducing spurious numerical mixing of the potential tem-

perature field. To demonstrate this, the atmosphere-at-rest

configuration is applied to an idealized CAP simulation. The

CAP is initialized within a two-dimensional valley and allowed

to evolve in the absence of any atmospheric or surface forcing.

Analytically, the CAP should persist, unchanged from the

initial condition. However, numerical mixing leads to erosion

of the CAP, as shown below for each horizontal diffusion op-

tion in WRF (diff_opt5 1, diff_opt 5 2, and truly horizontal).

The idealized CAP setup follows that of Sheridan (2019).

The valley topography is given by
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where hy5 900m is the valley depth,Lb5 12 km is the width of

the flat valley bottom, and Ls 5 4 km is the width of the slope

on either side of the valley (see Fig. 5).

The domain is 28 km wide with Dx 5 125m and periodic

lateral boundary conditions. The domain height is 20km. The

vertical grid spacing Dz is 10m at the first grid level above the

surface; it is then stretched by a factor r 5 1.04 such that Dz ’
130m at z ’ 3 km, above which it is held constant. WRF’s tra-

ditional terrain-following vertical coordinate is used. This setup

is comparable to the ‘‘BSN’’ cases of Sheridan (2019) with 900m

valley depth. However, Ls is reduced here by a factor of 2 such

that the valley sidewalls are steep enough to test the truly hor-

izontal diffusion scheme (the maximum slope is roughly 208).
Although Sheridan (2019) generated the initial condition for

CAP simulations by spinning up a one-dimensional atmo-

spheric model, a simplified initial condition is used here. The

potential temperature profile is given by
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where u0 5 274K is the background atmospheric temperature,

Du5 6K is the change in temperature in the CAP, zinv5 125m

FIG. 5. (left) Initial potential temperature field uinit and (right) grid setup for idealized cold-air pool cases, with every other grid line shown for

clarity. Note that a limited vertical extent is shown to highlight the near-surface inversion; the full domain extends up to z 5 20 km MSL.
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is the height of the CAP inversion, dinv 5 100m is the vertical

scale of the CAP inversion, zr 5 2 km is the height of the re-

sidual (neutral) layer top, and N 5 0.01 s21 is the Brunt–

Väisälä frequency of the ambient stable layer aloft. This is a

close approximation of the initial profile (after spinup) used by

Sheridan (2019) for ‘‘N001’’ cases, see Fig. 3a therein.

As in the standard atmosphere-at-rest case, the initial ve-

locity is zero, the atmosphere is dry, and all atmospheric

physics modules are turned off. The horizontal diffusion co-

efficient for heat Kh
H is set to a constant value of 10m2 s21,

while all other diffusion coefficients are set to zero. This setup

is representative of quiescent CAP conditions with minimal

wind-driven mixing, and is meant to highlight the performance

of the horizontal potential temperature diffusion scheme. A

fully realistic CAP scenario that includes the effect of winds on

CAP dynamics is presented below in section 4.

2) RESULTS

Similar to the standard atmosphere-at-rest case, numerical

errors cause spurious flows to develop in the idealized CAP

case as well (Fig. 6). The errors are present both in the valley

basin, where the CAP inversion is present, and aloft, because

grid skewness due to the valley topography extends high into

the domain (see grid lines in Fig. 5). It is possible that the ar-

tificial flow structures depicted in Fig. 6 may be hidden in a

more realistic CAP simulation with other forcing mechanisms.

However, these simulations highlight potential sources of error

in modeling CAP dynamics in WRF, or other models with

similar treatment of horizontal diffusion.

When diff_opt 5 1 is used, coherent spurious horizontal flow

develops along the CAP inversion, with a maximum velocity of

roughly 0.8m s21. The simulations are stopped when this flow

reaches the middle of the domain, after 1.5 h. Weak spurious

vertical circulations also develop within the residual layer, up to

roughly 2km (Fig. 6, left column). While the use of diff_opt 5 2

reduces spurious flow along the CAP inversion, a stronger spuri-

ous circulation, again with a maximum of roughly 0.8ms21, de-

velops on the valley sidewalls and extends vertically up through

the residual layer (Fig. 6, middle column). For both standard

diffusion options, nonphysical transport of heat along the valley

sidewalls near the CAP inversion leads to spurious temperature

variability and flow within the residual layer, although it was ini-

tially neutral. As seen previously in the basic atmosphere-at-rest

case, the strong vertical flows that develop with diff_opt5 2, but

notwith diff_opt5 1, are caused by the limited implementation of

WRF’s metric terms [zx in Eqs. (4) and (5)], which cannot fully

account for grid skewness in this case. Application of the truly

horizontal diffusion scheme minimizes the errors observed when

using the standard WRF options, resulting in a mostly quiescent

CAP (Fig. 6, right column).

Erosion of the CAP inversion is depicted in Fig. 7 for each

diffusion option to demonstrate the potential effect of model

errors on CAP persistence. The horizontally averaged poten-

tial temperature profile along the flat valley bottom, denoted u,

is compared to the initial profile, denoted uinit. Substantial

numerical mixing occurs with diff_opt 5 1, with a maximum

change of roughly 0.5K on either side of the inversion. The use

of diff_opt 5 2 reduces this mixing by roughly an order of

magnitude. While u for the truly horizontal potential temper-

ature diffusion case roughly overlaps that for diff_opt 5 2 in

Fig. 7a, the change from uinit is still reduced by a factor of 2–4

(Fig. 7b). A comparable improvement in numerical mixing,

although smaller in overall magnitude, is seen at the top of the

residual layer as well (not shown). Based on these results, the

truly horizontal potential temperature diffusion scheme shows

promise for improving CAP simulation, which is a long-standing

FIG. 6. (top) Horizontal (u) and (bottom) vertical (w) velocity fields after 1.5 h of simulation time for idealized cold-air pool cases. Results

are shown for (left) diff_opt 5 1, (center) diff_opt 5 2, and (right) the truly horizontal scheme.
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model forecast challenge (Mahrt 1998). This technique is ap-

plied to a realistic CAP case in the next section.

4. Realistic cold-air pool simulation

a. Model setup

To test the truly horizontal potential temperature diffusion

scheme in a realistic WRF setup, a cold-start reforecast is

completed for 0000–2400 UTC 12 January 2017 corresponding

to 1600 Pacific standard time (PST) 11 January–1600 PST 12

January (PST 5 UTC 2 8 h). This day was chosen from the

WFIP2 event log (see Wilczak et al. 2019), which documents

meteorological events observed during the field campaign and

is available through the DAP [Atmosphere to Electrons (A2e)

2017a], because it is in the middle of a multiday persistent CAP

event, providing relatively steady conditions for testing.

Although the CAP did experience some diurnal variation, it

did not experience large variations in synoptic forcing, as

occurred at the beginning and end of the multiday event.

Furthermore, this day is representative of common cold

pool conditions within the Columbia basin, as well as a

common model bias in which wind speeds within the CAP

are overestimated by the provisional WFIP2 HRRR model

[see Atmosphere to Electrons (A2e) 2017a]. It is hypothe-

sized that by using the truly horizontal diffusion scheme,

numerical mixing of the temperature field will be reduced,

leading to a reduction in this positive wind speed bias within

the CAP.

The CAP case is run in WRF version 4.1.2. The WFIP2

provisional HRRR/HRRRNEST domains are used, with

horizontal grid spacings of Dx 5 3 km on the outer domain,

d01 (as in the standard HRRR model), and Dx 5 750 m on

the inner domain, d02, as shown in Fig. 8. The nested do-

main, d02, is initialized 3 h after d01, and one-way nesting is

employed such that the results on d02 do not feed back to

d01. TheWFIP2 ‘‘control’’ configuration, which corresponds

FIG. 7. Erosion of the near-surface inversion due to numerical mixing after 1.5 h of simulation time for idealized

cold-air pool cases. Shown are (a) the horizontally averaged temperature along the flat valley bottom, u, as well as

(b) the difference between u and the initial profile uinit. For clarity in (a), uinit is not shown because it essentially

overlaps the blue u curve for the truly horizontal case.

FIG. 8. Domain setup for real cold-air pool cases, including the locations of the Wasco and Boardman observation sites. The provisional

WFIP2 (left) HRRR and (right) HRRRNEST domains are used in a one-way nesting setup following Olson et al. (2019).
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to the standard HRRR configuration, is used following

Olson et al. (2019), see Table 2 therein. Notably, this con-

figuration includes WRF’s traditional terrain-following ver-

tical coordinate (hybrid_opt 5 0). The HRRR physics suite is

employed, including the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino

(MYNN; Nakanishi and Niino 2006) Level 2.5 planetary

boundary layer (PBL) scheme (bl_pbl_physics 5 5) and as-

sociated surface layer scheme (sf_sfclay_physics 5 5), hori-

zontal Smagorinsky closure (km_opt 5 4), the Rapid Update

Cycle (RUC) land surface model (sf_surface_physics 5 3),

the Thompson aerosol-aware microphysics scheme (mp_

physics 5 28; Thompson and Eidhammer 2014), and the

RRTMG radiation schemes (ra_sw/lw_physics 5 4; Iacono

et al. 2008). TheWRF input and boundary files for this setup

are available through the DAP [Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) 2017f].

Three model runs are completed, varying only the hori-

zontal diffusion scheme: option 1 uses (diff_opt 5 1), as

in the standard WFIP2 control configuration, option 2

uses (diff_opt 5 2), as in the WFIP2 ‘‘experimental’’ con-

figuration (Olson et al. 2019), and option 3 uses the newly

implemented truly horizontal diffusion scheme for po-

tential temperature. The same horizontal diffusion scheme

is used on each model domain. Note that for option 3,

horizontal diffusion of prognostic variables other than the

potential temperature is calculated as with diff_opt 5 2.

In each case, WRF’s option for adding positive-definite

sixth-order horizontal diffusion (diff_6th_opt 5 2) is used

with a factor of 0.25, also on both domains. However, sixth-

order diffusion is reduced over sloping terrain using diff_

6th_slopeopt 5 1 with a threshold value of diff_6th_thresh 5
0.05. Thus, the sixth-order filter is linearly damped between

slopes of 0 and 0.05 (2.868), and shut off for larger slopes.

This feature was introduced in WRF as of version 4 to pre-

vent overdiffusion in regions of sloping terrain, where errors

related to the horizontal diffusion scheme are expected to

be relatively large.

Two specific features of the WFIP2 provisional HRRR

domains contribute to errors associated with the horizontal

diffusion scheme. For one, both domains resolve steep ter-

rain slopes, with maxima of roughly 208 on d01 and 338 on
d02. Note that due to the use of single pass smoothing on the

terrain of the provisional WFIP2 HRRR model, the maxi-

mum slope on d01 is slightly lower than that presented

above for the standard HRRR model of 268. Additionally,

both domains have large near-surface grid aspect ratios a5
Dx/Dz due to relatively fine near-surface vertical resolution

(Dz ’ 16m for the first grid level), which is necessary for

surface layer parameterizations.

The potential for error on both domains is illustrated in

Fig. 9, which shows, for each horizontal grid point, the

maximum change in vertical index k necessary for a truly

horizontal gradient calculation. As discussed previously, a

change in k of 1 or greater will lead to errors if the standard

diff_opt 5 2 scheme is used (Figs. 1b,c). The maximum

change in k is 6 on d01 and 4 on d02, with values of 1 or

greater prevalent on both domains. Thus, the truly hori-

zontal scheme implemented here is expected to reduce er-

rors in the provisional WFIP2 HRRR setup.

b. Comparison to observations

Model results are compared to observations from the

WFIP2 field campaign, focusing on two sites within the

Columbia River basin (Wasco and Boardman, Oregon; see

Fig. 8). Each site included a 915MHz radar wind profiler

(RWP) that gathered hourly average horizontal wind speed

and direction data with roughly 100m vertical resolution up to

several kilometers AGL. The lowest available data point in the

RWP dataset is roughly 100m AGL, thus data from collocated

sodars and surface stations are used to fill in near-surface wind

observations (see Table 2). Surface and sodar data are hourly

averaged to match the frequency of the RWP data. Each

dataset is available through the DAP, as detailed in Table 2.

The ‘‘reviewed’’ datasets used here have been quality

FIG. 9. Maximum change in k index necessary for a truly horizontal gradient calculation at each horizontal grid point on the provisional

WFIP2 (left) HRRR and (right) HRRRNEST domains. The locations of the Wasco and Boardman observation sites are shown for

reference.
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controlled, as detailed in the DAP, although the raw data are

also available.

The CAP, which persists throughout the case study period,

is characterized by predominantly easterly–northeasterly

flow within the basin and southerly–southwesterly flow aloft

(see Figs. 10a,b). This flow structure is common for CAP

events in the Columbia basin [see Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) 2017a]. Because radar-based temperature measurements

were unreliable in cloudy cold pool conditions, the depth of the

cold pool is best discerned from the change in wind direction,

which occurs between 1 and 1.5 kmAGL.The top of the cold pool

is clearly visible at Wasco (Fig. 10a), but less so at Boardman

(Fig. 10b) due to quality control issues. The results here focus on

the wind speed within the cold pool, which is well captured in the

observations.

The model bias B is calculated for the horizontal wind speed

V as

B
V
5V

WRF
2V

OBS
, (12)

such that a positive bias represents an overestimate of V

by the model, and a negative bias represents an underesti-

mate. To compute the bias, WRF results are hourly aver-

aged (with output every 15min) and linearly interpolated to

the vertical levels of the observations. The bias is calculated

similarly for the wind direction f. However, 3608 is sub-

tracted from Bf values greater than 1808, and 3608 is added
toBf values less than21808, such thatBf spans the range from

21808 to 1808.
Model bias results are presented in Figs. 10c–h and sum-

marized in Table 3. Note that Fig. 10 shows bias results for

d02, although those for d01 are qualitatively similar. To

allow for 3 h of model spinup time, and so that d01 and d02

results can be compared over the same time window, bias

analysis is limited to 1900 PST 11 January 2017–1600 PST

12 January 2017. WRF tends to overestimate the wind speed

below roughly 0.5 km AGL within the cold pool (red regions

in Figs. 10c–h), especially during the night when the wind

speed is elevated above this level (Figs. 10a,b, between

roughly 0000–1000 PST, 0.5–1.5 km AGL). This suggests

that numerical mixing of high momentum from aloft is

playing a role in the model bias.

Applying the truly horizontal potential temperature

diffusion scheme consistently reduces the maximum wind

speed bias, as compared to WRF’s two standard options.

This is true at both observation sites and for both WRF

domains, with the reduction ranging from 8% to 26% on

d01 and from 2% to 6% on d02. Use of the truly horizontal

scheme also generally reduces the mean positive wind

speed bias, by a range of 5%–22% on d01, and 12%–17%

on d02. Note that the mean positive wind speed bias on d02

at Boardman increases slightly between diff_opt 5 2 and

the truly horizontal scheme, although both of these options

still represent an improvement over diff_opt 5 1.

The truly horizontal potential temperature diffusion scheme

does not have a large effect on the wind direction bias.

Although the mean wind direction bias generally increases

slightly from diff_opt 5 1, to diff_opt 5 2, to the truly hori-

zontal scheme, wind direction errors are roughly comparable

for all model runs, as seen in the wind vectors in Figs. 10c–h

and in Table 3. Due to channeling of the flow by the complex

terrain of the Columbia basin, wind direction errors are

likely affected by the terrain resolution, and are therefore

more difficult to model accurately at the scale of the WFIP2

HRRR/HRRRNEST.

Amore detailed view of the wind speed at Wasco (Fig. 11)

reveals several important aspects of model performance

during the CAP event. Most notably, performance im-

provements related to the horizontal diffusion scheme are

concentrated within the bottom 1 km AGL, as seen in the

vertical wind speed profiles in Figs. 11d and 11e. Positive

bias is generally reduced below 0.5 km AGL, as corrobo-

rated by the time series of wind speed at z ’ 250m AGL in

Fig. 11b. To a lesser extent, negative wind speed bias be-

tween 0.5 and 1 km AGL is also reduced by improving the

horizontal diffusion scheme (Figs. 11d,e). Note that as in Fig.

10, Fig. 11 shows results for d02, although those for d01 are

qualitatively similar.

Above 1 km AGL, all three schemes perform similarly

(Figs. 11d,e), with large negative bias, as seen in Fig. 10). The

minimum wind speed bias is roughly equal for all three diffu-

sion options, ranging from 27 to 25m s21 depending on the

site and domain. Large negative biases tend to occur above the

cold pool, where the model grid is less skewed and there is less

vertical temperature variability, and thus the error cannot be

mitigated through the use of the truly horizontal potential

temperature diffusion scheme. Modifications to the PBL

TABLE 2.Observation datasets from theWFIP2 field campaign used formodel comparison. These datasets have been quality controlled

(denoted ‘‘b0’’ in the DAP code), although the raw data are also available. Note that sodar data are generally available every 10m

between 30 and 200m AGL; however, only data below the range of the RWP are used here.

Instrument

Wasco Boardman

Vertical range

(m AGL) DAP code Reference

Vertical range

(m AGL) DAP code Reference

Surface station 10 met.z06.b0 Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) (2017b)

10 met.z12.b0 Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) (2017c)

Sodar 30–70 sodar.z09.b0 Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) (2017g)

30–110 sodar.z16.b0 Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) (2017h)

Radar wind

profiler (RWP)

81–2542 radar.z04.b0 Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) (2017d)

124–2156 radar.z07.b0 Atmosphere to Electrons

(A2e) (2017e)
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treatment or other model components are likely necessary to

reduce negative wind speed bias aloft.

Very near to the surface, improving the diffusion scheme

tends to reduce the modeled wind speed. However, this does

not always reduce the model bias, as in Fig. 11c, which shows

wind speed time series at 10m AGL. This is expected to a

certain extent, because unlike in the idealized cases, the 10m

wind speed is highly dependent on factors other than the

modeled temperature field. Moreover, mesoscale models like

the provisional WFIP2 HRRR/HRRRNEST are inherently

limited in their ability to resolve near-surface features, espe-

cially in stable conditions. For example, Fig. 11e depicts

an observed near-surface jet of roughly 4m s21. Although

diff_opt5 2 and the truly horizontal scheme appear to capture

the jet more accurately, it is only partially resolved in the

model, regardless of the diffusion scheme. Near-surface model

evaluation should be considered in the context of these fine-

scale features.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this work, a truly horizontal diffusion scheme for potential

temperature has been added to the Weather Research and

Forecasting Model. The method, which followsMahrer (1984),

uses Taylor series approximations to vertically interpolate

variables to the level at which a truly horizontal gradient can be

FIG. 10. Wind speed and wind direction bias results for real cold-air pool cases. Results are shown for the provisional WFIP2

HRRRNEST domain (d02) at the (left) Wasco and (right) Boardman observation sites. (a),(b) The observed wind speed VOBS and wind

direction fOBS at each site using the datasets shown in Table 2. (c)–(h) The wind speed bias BV and the wind direction bias Bf, as

calculated in Eq. (12), for each horizonal diffusion option.Bf spans the range from21808 to 1808, with 08 depicted as northerly and61808
depicted as southerly. Wind direction results are shown every other hour for clarity.
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calculated. This represents an improvement over WRF’s

standard horizontal diffusion options, in which horizontal

gradients are calculated either along coordinate surfaces or in

physical space using local metric terms.

Improvements in model performance were demonstrated by

applying the newly implemented scheme to several test cases

with steep and/or complex terrain. First, the scheme was vali-

dated in an idealized atmosphere-at-rest configuration, where

the magnitude of numerically induced flows was reduced by

roughly 50% or more compared to WRF’s standard horizontal

diffusion options. The atmosphere-at-rest configuration was

then extended to an idealized cold-air pool case, where the

truly horizontal schemewas shown to reduce errors that lead to

spurious numerical mixing of the near-surface inversion.

After validation, the truly horizontal scheme was tested in a

realistic WRF simulation of a cold-air pool in the Columbia

River basin. Following Olson et al. (2019), a provisional setup

of the operational HRRR model developed for the WFIP2

project was used. The setup includes two nested domains, the

first with 3 km horizontal grid spacing, as in theHRRR, and the

second with 750m spacing. Through comparisons to wind

profiles from two observation sites within the cold-air pool, the

truly horizontal scheme was shown to reduce positive wind

speed bias by up to roughly 20% relative to WRF’s standard

options. This reduction in model error should prove useful for

wind energy forecasting during cold-air pool events, which was

noted byWilczak et al. (2019) as one of the greatest forecasting

challenges in the complex terrain of the Columbia basin.

Based on the promising results of this study, future work on

the truly horizontal diffusion scheme could be threefold. First,

the method could be tested for additional complex-terrain

weather scenarios, such as the gap flows and mountain waves

that were consistently observed during the WFIP2 field cam-

paign. Along these lines, the scheme could be included in

retrospective forecast studies to more robustly test its ability to

reduce model bias. Second, the method could be tested in

conjunction with other WRF model improvements for com-

plex terrain, such as new planetary boundary layer turbulence

schemes (e.g., Kosović et al. 2020) or vertical grid nesting

(Daniels et al. 2016). It could also be tested in models with

similar vertical coordinate systems, such as the Model for

Prediction Across Scales (MPAS; Skamarock et al. 2012).

Finally, the robustness of the method could be improved

through the implementation of higher-order extrapolation

schemes, especially near the surface, or through extension

of the truly horizontal gradient calculation to other prog-

nostic variables. Most directly, the truly horizontal diffusion

scheme could be applied to moisture and other scalars. It

could also be applied to velocity, including the calculation of

eddy diffusion coefficients, although preliminary attempts

(not presented here) showed little or no gain in model

performance. Pressure gradient and advection calculations

in WRF would likely also benefit from improved finite dif-

ference schemes; however, these implementations would be

more complex than that presented here.

Additional methods for reducing errors related to grid

skewness have been explored in the atmospheric modeling

literature. Notable among these are immersed boundary

methods (IBMs), which allow for the use of a non-terrain-

conforming mesh by applying surface boundary conditions

along a terrain surface that intersects the model grid arbi-

trarily. There is potential for the truly horizontal scheme

presented here to be used in combination with IBMs. For

example, IBMs can represent finescale terrain features

within a grid that follows the larger-scale terrain. Additionally,

large pressure fluctuations can lead to grid deformation,

even over flat terrain. However, in general, the use of an

IBM should lessen the need for a truly horizontal gradient

calculation. Moreover, while IBMs have shown promise in

high-resolution large-eddy simulations (e.g., Ma and Liu

2017; DeLeon et al. 2018; Bao et al. 2018; Wiersema et al.

2020), they have only been tested at horizontal grid spacings

up to roughly 100m (Arthur et al. 2020). The extension of IBMs

to mesoscale atmospheric models thus warrants further study.
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TABLE 3. Summary of model bias [Eq. (12)] results for real cold-air pool cases, with BV values in m s21 and Bf values in degrees

(spanning 21808 to 1808). The bias is calculated using the observation datasets shown in Table 2, and model results are hourly averaged

and linearly interpolated to the vertical levels of the observations.

Domain Option

Wasco Boardman

Max BV Mean BV $ 0 Mean Bf Max BV Mean BV $ 0 Mean Bf

d01 diff_opt 5 1 4.39 1.51 17.5 3.06 0.63 3.87

diff_opt 5 2 4.22 1.25 19.6 3.05 0.59 4.92

Truly horizontal 3.90 1.17 20.1 2.25 0.56 8.96

d02 diff_opt 5 1 3.28 1.03 19.5 2.23 0.69 9.23

diff_opt 5 2 3.40 0.97 20.5 2.21 0.53 13.1

Truly horizontal 3.18 0.85 20.8 2.16 0.57 11.0
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text. For additional information about the DAP, see Shaw

et al. (2019).
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